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ABSTRACT

This paper describes work in progress to answer the question of how we can identify and model the depth and quality of student participation in class discussion forums using the content of the discussion forum messages. We look at two widely-studied frameworks for assessing critical discourse and cognitive engagement: the ICAP and Community of Inquiry (CoI) frameworks. Our goal is to discover where they agree and where they offer complementary perspectives on learning.

In this study, we train predictive classifiers for both frameworks on the same data set in order to discover which attributes are most predictive and how those correlate with the framework labels. We find that greater depth and quality of participation is associated with longer and more complex messages in both frameworks, and that the threaded reply structure matters more than temporal order. We find some important differences as well, particularly in the treatment of messages of affirmation.
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CCS CONCEPTS  
• Computing methodologies → Model development and analysis; Supervised learning by classification; • Applied computing → Education.

1 INTRODUCTION

Discussion forums are widely used across all types of learning environments, from traditional face-to-face classroom settings to distance learning and MOOCs. It is increasingly common that the number of messages generated in a discussion forum is too large for instructors to monitor effectively. If the depth and quality of participation can be measured automatically while the course is still in progress, this could allow instructors to identify students who are bored, frustrated, or struggling, or lessons which cause confusion, while there is still time to intervene. For example, discussion forum transcripts could be colour-coded to indicate how the conversation was progressing, enabling instructors to see at a glance where to direct their attention.

Our aim in this initial study is to identify attributes of the dialogue that could be used in an automated system to discriminate between contributions of varying depth and quality, as measured by both the phase of cognitive presence, defined in the Community of Inquiry framework [4], and the mode of cognitive engagement, defined by the ICAP framework [2].

2 BACKGROUND

The Community of Inquiry (CoI) framework for online education is a powerful tool for analysing and developing effective learning experiences [4]. The framework identifies three main elements (‘presences’) that are important for a successful educational experience: a social environment conducive to learning (social presence), a well-designed course with ongoing facilitation (teaching presence), and the student’s own cognitive engagement with the subject matter (cognitive presence). CoI has been widely used to analyse student learning in online courses, and predictive models have been developed for identifying its elements automatically using the text of discussion forum messages [3, 5, 6].

The ICAP framework [2] takes a different approach, defining cognitive engagement based purely on overt, observable, behaviours. The framework looks at individual learning activities and how they relate to students’ cognitive engagement with the learning materials. Four ‘modes’, or levels, of engagement are identified, and the framework predicts that higher levels will be correlated with greater learning gains. The four levels, in descending order, are Interactive, Constructive, Active, and Passive. Each of these levels represents a qualitatively different kind of growth in knowledge, not simply a bigger or smaller change. Nevertheless, each level subsumes the levels below it. Off-task behaviours do not constitute engagement at any level. Prior work has demonstrated the feasibility of applying a modified version of the ICAP schema to MOOC discussion forums [12, 13] and to student comments on an annotated electronic course text [15] and MOOC videos [10].

While both frameworks address engagement, they do so from different perspectives. They were developed independently and
with different goals in mind. CoI was developed specifically in order to understand the benefit of online education and to explain how students develop their ideas through discussion leading to social knowledge construction. ICAP has a broader scope and has been demonstrated to be effective in predicting the educational value of several different interventions, in a classroom setting as well as online. Finding the commonalities and differences in how these frameworks apply to one specific data set offers a useful contribution to the theoretical understanding of online learning and learning through discussion. If the frameworks are found to be closely correlated, then results derived using each of them in previous studies can be expected to be applicable to work using the other. If instead they are completely distinct, then using them together in future studies will give a richer picture of student participation. Our expectation is that, while there will be some similarities, overall the frameworks will provide complementary views on learning.

3 METHODOLOGY
In order to address our research question, we used a data set of course discussion forum messages that was annotated with labels assigned by the two frameworks we are examining. We trained several random forest models and used the best of these to assign labels to the messages in a held-out test set. Having determined that the predictive performance was sufficiently good, we examined which of the dialogue attributes used as model features could discriminate between messages in terms of depth and quality, as measured by the outcome variables.

3.1 Description of the data
This work makes use of a data set that has previously been used in several studies of cognitive presence. It was collected from a fully online distance-learning course at a Canadian university that formed part of a Masters degree in software engineering. We use data from the first four course offerings, which took place in 2008 and 2009. The distribution of students and messages across the sessions is shown in Table 1.

| Table 1: Statistics for the 4 course offerings used in this work. |
|------------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Session                | Student count    | Message count    |
| Winter 2008            | 16               | 212              |
| Fall 2008              | 24               | 633              |
| Spring 2009            | 12               | 243              |
| Fall 2009              | 9                | 63               |
| Average (SD)           | 15.3 (6.5)       | 287.8 (243.2)    |
| Median                 | 14               | 227.5            |
| Total                  | 61               | 1151             |

Each student created and shared a video presentation based on a research paper relevant to the course, then started a new thread in the discussion forum to host a conversation around their presentation. We do not have access to the presentations themselves, only to the text-based discussion that followed. Students were in general highly motivated since forum participation accounted for 10% of the final course mark.

3.2 Labels assigned by the frameworks
The messages in our data set had previously been annotated with their phase of cognitive presence by two expert coders (98.1% agreement, Cohen’s $\kappa = 0.974$). Sometimes a message can show indications of two distinct phases of cognitive presence. The coding scheme indicates that these should be coded with the higher phase [14]. This is sometimes referred to as coding up. Table 2 shows the distribution of the CoI phases of cognitive presence across the data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Messages by CoI phases of cognitive presence.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive presence phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triggering Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For this study, we additionally annotated each message with a label indicating the relevant cognitive engagement mode from the ICAP framework. In the labelling task itself, we built on earlier work [12, 13, 15] that developed guidelines for applying ICAP labels to data from MOOC discussions and annotated course texts using an extended label set that allows for finer-grained distinctions between messages within two of the modes: Constructive mode is divided into Constructive Reasoning and Constructive Extending, while Active mode is divided into Active Targeted and Active General.

In the prior work, affirmation messages consisting primarily of agreement or thanks expressed in response to an earlier message were treated as a special case: the label assigned to them depended on the label of that earlier message. If the earlier message was labelled as Interactive or Constructive Reasoning, then the affirmation message was labelled as Constructive Extending; in all other cases, the affirmation message simply inherited the earlier label. However, for the purpose of developing an automated classifier that can label future data reliably, it is preferable to assign each label based only on attributes of the current message. Otherwise, two affirmation messages with identical content (e.g., “Thanks for your reply”) and appearing in the same position within a thread could receive different labels depending on the labels of the earlier messages. Therefore, in the current work, we do not assign the derived label to affirmation messages directly. Instead, we give them the Affirmation label as a placeholder. Once all the messages in the data set have had labels assigned (by manual coding or using an automated classifier), a simple rule-based transformation can be applied to relabel all Affirmation messages, based on the labels that were assigned to the messages they are affirming.

Each message was assigned a single label, corresponding to the highest level of cognitive engagement that was identified in the message, similar to the coding up process that was used for the CoI labels. The full extended ICAP label set we used for annotation, along with the distribution of the labels across the data set, is presented in Table 3. We have no access to data indicating when a student read a message without responding, so the Passive label is not used in this study.
We used the first three offerings of the course as training data for our model; here, they were 2, 12, 23, 34, 44, 55, 66, 77, 87, 98, 109, 120, 130, 141, 152, 163, 173, 184, 195, and 206. For each mtry setting, we trained 1,000 trees and used 10-fold cross-validation, repeated 10 times, to select the best performing model. A final random forest model was built using this value and data from the full training set.
The number of data points belonging to each outcome class (i.e. the phases of cognitive presence and the ICAP modes) is unbalanced (Tables 2 and 3) and it is well-known that unbalanced data can cause problems for classification techniques. For this reason, we also compared models trained directly on the unbalanced training data against models using SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling TETchnique [1]) to rebalance the classes in the outcome variable such that every outcome class had the same size. Following best practice, the SMOTE algorithm is run inside the cross-validation loop so that the class rebalancing step for each fold of the cross-validation uses only the training data for that fold, avoiding a potential source of data contamination [3].

For each framework, the model that achieved the highest Cohen’s $\kappa$ score in cross-validation was used to assign labels to the held-out test data, and the relative importance of each variable in the model was compared. In this way, we identified the dialogue attributes that were most predictive of the different CoI phases of cognitive presence and ICAP modes of cognitive engagement.

4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Predictive performance metrics

When dealing with unbalanced classes, as we are here, Cohen’s $\kappa$ and the macro-averaged $F_1$ score are more informative than accuracy. We chose the best model for each framework based on Cohen’s $\kappa$ (Table 5). In each case, rebalancing the outcome classes using SMOTE inside the cross-validation loop gave better results during training than using the original unbalanced data.

Table 5: Cross-validation results: outcome metrics and the best value for the $m$try tuning parameter, with and without class rebalancing using SMOTE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-processing</th>
<th>Cohen’s $\kappa$</th>
<th>Macro $F_1$</th>
<th>Best $m$try</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Col phases of cognitive presence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebalance with SMOTE</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICAP modes of cognitive engagement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebalance with SMOTE</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We used the best model from each framework to assign labels to the held-out data from the fourth offering of the course. The Cohen’s $\kappa$ scores are shown in Table 6, along with the Precision, Recall, and $F_1$ scores for each class of the outcome variable. We found that Cohen’s $\kappa$ scores were higher for both frameworks on the test data than the estimates from cross-validation. For the model based on CoI phases of cognitive presence, a Cohen’s $\kappa$ of 0.428 indicates a ‘moderate’ level of agreement with the gold-standard human coding, while the Cohen’s $\kappa$ of 0.645 for the ICAP modes of cognitive engagement indicates ‘substantial’ agreement [7]. The macro-averaged $F_1$ score for the Col model was 0.570, again demonstrating an improvement over the cross-validation estimate. As there were in fact no Affirmation messages in the held-out data, the macro-averaged $F_1$ score for the ICAP model is not meaningful.

Table 6: Outcome metrics on the held-out test data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>$F_1$</th>
<th>Cohen’s $\kappa$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Col phases of cognitive presence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triggering Event</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICAP modes of cognitive engagement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affirmation</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Analysis of variable importance

Looking more closely at the best models we see that, in each case, a small subset of features have a high degree of explanatory power, evidenced by their high Mean Decrease Gini (MDG) values (Figure 1). The top 20 features by importance are listed in Tables 7 and 8 along with their mean values for each class of the outcome variable.

![Mean Decrease Gini indicating variable importance in the models: (top) CoI phases of cognitive presence; (bottom) ICAP modes of cognitive engagement. In each case, the vertical dotted line separates the top 20 features.](image)

We used the best model from each framework to assign labels to the held-out data from the fourth offering of the course. The Cohen’s $\kappa$ scores are shown in Table 6, along with the Precision, Recall, and $F_1$ scores for each class of the outcome variable. We found that Cohen’s $\kappa$ scores were higher for both frameworks on the test data than the estimates from cross-validation. For the model based on CoI phases of cognitive presence, a Cohen’s $\kappa$ of 0.428 indicates a ‘moderate’ level of agreement with the gold-standard human coding, while the Cohen’s $\kappa$ of 0.645 for the ICAP modes of cognitive engagement indicates ‘substantial’ agreement [7]. The macro-averaged $F_1$ score for the Col model was 0.570, again demonstrating an improvement over the cross-validation estimate. As there were in fact no Affirmation messages in the held-out data, the macro-averaged $F_1$ score for the ICAP model is not meaningful.

Longer messages and fewer question marks were associated with deeper engagement in both frameworks: the number of words in the message, the number of sentences, and the mean paragraph length all appear in the top 20 for both models. Similarly, lower levels of lexical diversity (measured by type-token ratio) were associated with deeper phases of cognitive presence and also with deeper cognitive engagement. In contrast, when using the alternative VOCD lexical diversity metric that aims to compare texts of different lengths more reliably, the relationship was reversed: higher levels of lexical diversity were seen to be associated with both deeper cognitive presence and cognitive engagement. These results are in line with prior work on Col [6]. It is interesting to see that they apply to ICAP as well.
while in the CoI framework it is rare for another message to appear as the very first. However, the number of replies (both direct and indirect) a message received was highly predictive for both frame-works. The number of replies also appears in the top 10 in both lists. Both are strongly indicative of other messages (those that display no signs of cognitive presence) and of Affirmation messages.

Considering features that are predictive for one of the two frameworks but not the other, we see that messages displaying deeper levels of the CoI phases of cognitive presence used more words from the LIWC categories relating to discrepancies (such as should and would) and money (such as owe). Meanwhile, the Coh-Metrix measure tracking the amount of ‘given’ versus ‘new’ information in each sentence was highly predictive for the ICAP modes of cognitive engagement. The highest values are seen for Interactive messages, which we also note that use of second person pronouns is strongly indicative of Active mode, where quoting is expected, and Affirmation messages.
4.3 Discussion
We observed many similarities between the predictors for the two frameworks we are investigating. Some are unsurprising: longer messages are correlated with deeper levels of engagement in both. Others are more complex. Messages displaying higher than average numbers of affective process words and expressions of positive emotion tend to cluster in a single class of the outcome variable (other and Affirmation, respectively). However, there are important differences in the interpretation of these classes.

Whereas the other label indicates that no signs of cognitive presence were evident in a given message, messages with the Affirmation label are later relabelled based on the label of the message to which they were responding. By affirming what was said in an earlier message, the student is thus credited with demonstrating some cognitive engagement, albeit not to the same extent as the original contributor (see the description of the relabelling process in Section 3.2 for details). Since the Interactive mode is associated with the greatest learning gains, ICAP rewards conversational moves that foster interactivity by continuing the conversation and opening the way for further elaboration. In contrast, the Col framework treats messages of affirmation solely as indicators of social presence.

4.4 Limitations
Only a single data set was used for this preliminary study. Because of the particular discussion task that was set in that course, the first message of every thread follows a similar format and is typically labelled in the same way. There is no reason to suppose that messages from another course would share this property, so some caution is needed in interpreting results relating to features derived from message position. Additionally, the Passive mode of the ICAP framework was not used at all, because the data set does not include a record of when students read the messages posted by others, and Off-task messages were too infrequent to be used in this study.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our aim was to identify dialogue attributes that could be used to discriminate between contributions of varying depth and quality. Our expectation was that the Col and ICAP frameworks would provide complementary perspectives. We found that several simple measures of contribution size (such as the number of words and sentences) correlated with deeper engagement in both frameworks; while other correlations were framework-specific, such as the higher numbers of second-person pronouns found in the Active mode in ICAP. The reply-based network structure in the message threads proved to be more important than chronological order, particularly in the ICAP model, and so we recommend that users and providers of discussion boards should ensure that such information is always preserved and made available for analysis.

We also considered the different treatment of affirmations in the two frameworks. In Col, they are considered solely as indicators of social presence, with no value in terms of cognitive presence; whereas with ICAP their value depends on the content of the earlier message they are affirming, due to the greater value placed on interactivity. While contribution quantity is highly correlated with measures of participation, simply setting a minimum threshold on message length is unlikely to improve learning and would certainly harm social exchanges such as affirmations. Future research should look beyond contribution quantity to consider which other dialogue attributes indicate quality of participation.

In our own future work we will further investigate the relationship between the labels assigned by the two frameworks examined here, using visualisation techniques and network-based analysis, as well as looking at co-occurrence metrics.
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